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Policy
1.1 Policy Rationale
Cundall Johnston and Partners Pty Ltd (“Cundall”) is an international multi-disciplinary engineering
consultancy providing services associated with the built environment.
As part of our One Planet Living endorsed Sustainability roadmap we commit to help achieve a world
in which people enjoy happy, healthy lives within their fair share of the earth’s resources, leaving
space for wildlife and wilderness. In order to achieve this commitment, the procurement of goods and
services are key to ensuring that we contribute to the betterment of people, communities and the
environment.

1.2 Positive Products Definition
1.2.1 Positive products “…address societal concerns such as: renewable energy; water services;
public transportation; pollution and waste management; social and economic inequalities and
injustices; discrimination; poverty and other social injustices; affordable housing;
improvements in nutritional foods; health care and safety; advancements in education; animal
welfare; promotion of the arts and sciences; and conservation and reclamation of the natural
environment. Positive products also refers to the production, selling, and purchase of fair
trade products and services that are environmentally friendly, people-friendly, and animalfriendly (JUST, 2015).’’

1.3 Targets
1.3.1 Our specific 2025 targets regarding the positive procurement of goods and services, which
have been signed and agreed by all the partners of Cundall are:



Procure 100% of electricity from renewable energy sources;



Purchase UK renewable energy credits to offset 100% of CO 2 emissions from waste;



Purchase 100% recycled or FSC certified paper;



Fit-out our offices sustainably SKA or LEED ratings for new fit-out >1000m2, 100% of new fitouts with Gold rating or equivalent;



Use 90% natural cleaning products to reduce ecological impact;



Buy 90% organic and / or Fair Trade tea, coffee, sugar for staff and meetings;



Request our suppliers provide 75% local, seasonal and / or organic food for meetings and
functions;



Reduce amount of meat and fish in food we purchase by 60%

As we continue to evolve, Cundall will set targets also for the materials, goods and services we specify and
will screen and report on our progress against this for the betterment of the built and natural environment.
Further information relating to positive products issues may be obtained from any Director.
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